
Scale tone arpeggios

In this Lead Work column I am going to demonstrate the technique of playing through the scale 
tone arpeggios of a major scale. Scale tone arpeggios from the major scale in the root position 
have a familiar sound and you may have already practiced this, however I would also like to 
incorporate the three inversions of each arpeggio and remain in one fret board position. When 
confident with each arpeggios inversion, you can play through any chord progression outlining the 
changes without moving around the fretboard. I have attached two examples over a standard 
chord progression that demonstrate this.

A practice technique I would like you to experiment with while working on these exercises involves 
downloading and printing the attached diagrams, playing each example without looking at the 
fretboard. Have the printouts on a music stand and use each diagram to guide your fingers. Try to 
visualise the fretboard and use the printed diagrams as a reference when you need to. This will 
develop a stronger understanding of the fretboard, you will begin to think more about each notes 
relationship to the next, the intervals and the sound of each arpeggio. All examples are in the key 
of F major. 

Diagram 1) Scale tone arpeggios in root position - 1 3 5 7 

Diagram 2) Scale tone arpeggios in first inversion - 3 5 7 1 

Diagram 3) Scale tone arpeggios in second inversion - 5 7 1 3 

Diagram 4) Scale tone arpeggios in third inversion - 7 1 5 3 

insert example 1

insert example 2
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